TUDOR CIULEANU FOLLOWS THE BLOCKCHAIN BUZZ AND
ATTENDS MALTA BLOCKCHAIN SUMMIT AS AN INVESTOR
C L U J - N A P O C A , 3 0 0 C T O B E R 2 0 1 8 - After a successful participation at Crypto Invest
Summit in Los Angeles earlier this month, Tudor Ciuleanu follows the blockchain buzz with an invitation to attend
Malta Blockchain Summit as an investor. The summit is scheduled between the 1st and 2nd of November and is
expected to attract over 5000 delegates, speakers, exhibitors and investors from across the world.
“I am looking forward to the summit. Malta is a country where both companies and the government understand
blockchain technology and its potential for future applications. Having the regulatory framework already setup, Malta is
becoming a go-to hub for blockchain innovation and one of the most desirable locations to set up shop for companies
in the blockchain space.”, says Tudor Ciuleanu, RebelDot CEO.
Earlier this year, the Maltese government has legislated 3 bills into law, that will provide legal certainty to the
blockchain environment, involving digital financial products and services, such as virtual currencies and ICOs. This
framework makes Malta the first country in the world to enact official regulations for operators in the blockchain
space and has earned the country a reputation for being known as “the world’s first blockchain island”.
On the eve of the summit, a Blockchain Awards ceremony along with a Charity Dinner will be hosted by Eric Benz,
Managing Director at Cryptopay and the Maltese President, H.E. Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca is attending as Guest of
Honour: “I am thrilled to having been invited to join the Charity Dinner with the Maltese president. The fundraiser is
organized together with the BiG Foundation and all proceeds will go towards the Malta Community Chest Fund and the
Kilimanjaro Challenge 12.”, said Tudor Ciuleanu.
Following the same thinking as at other similar events, the RebelDot CEO is planning to invest in interesting startups:
‘’I’m looking for a startup that can surprise me with their innovative idea, scaling capabilities and passion for what they
do. Passion, although not quantifiable is a key ingredient weighing in my decision process.”’
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RebelDot is all about leading the line and building true value through innovation. We offer a full range of services, from
web and mobile app development, tech consulting, UX/UI design or quality assurance, to machine learning and AI. All
with maximum impact and minimum hassle. We build beautifully crafted software for organizations in more than 15
industries around the world. Any industry, any size, any stage: we’ll make your custom software into a powerful, longterm business asset. Our vision is to turn technology into an asset for every business.
To find out more about our company, please check www.rebeldot.com or visit our Facebook page.
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